Do you suffer from DEPRESSION?
Are you on treatment, but still experiencing symptoms?

Consider a new option available in depression treatment. If you are currently on an antidepressant and still experiencing depression symptoms, you may qualify for a clinical research study enrolling in your area. Compensation for time and travel may be available.

To participate, you must be:
• Between 18 and 65 years old
• Diagnosed with Major Depressive Disorder
• Still experiencing symptoms

Qualified participants will receive at no cost:
• Investigational study medication
• Study Related Lab tests
• Study Related Exams

Compensation for time and travel may be available.

TO LEARN MORE
call: 888-790-4MDD
888-790-4633
or visit: BeaconMDDResearchStudy.com

Light a new path to depression treatment!

BEACON
major depressive disorder research study